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The first thing I do when I enter a room is try to figure out what 

the best way to get onto the ceiling is. It’s an automatic, reflexive thing; 

I walk into a room, I look up. Most people look around, but I’ve always 

felt that if anything potentially dangerous or interesting were dwelling 

in a room, it would most likely be on the ceiling, wouldn’t it? But hardly 

anyone ever looks up. 

I stood precariously on a chair that had two wooden tables 

underneath it, stacked on top of each other, just so I could reach the 

ceiling of this classroom. My makeshift ladder was dangerously wobbly, 

and I was lowkey scared for my life, but Kess was below me on the 

ground, holding a steadying hand to one of the bottom tables’ legs, and 

ready to catch me if I fell. Yaw was standing guard in front of the open 

classroom door, ready to whisper a warning if he saw anyone who might 

catch and report us to authorities approaching. 

“I can’t believe you’re actually doing this,” Kess said. 

“Don’t you know by now that Kuukua’s a badass that does 

everything she thinks up, the moment she thinks of it?” Yaw said from 

the door. 

I took the piece of clear tape from between my teeth and stuck 

it on the ceiling to hold the thread in place, so that my mouth was free 

to form words. 

“Yes, what Yaw said,” I concurred. “Kess, hand me another strip 

of Sellotape.” 

“Kuuks, I really don’t think this is going to work,” Kess 

continued to object. 
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“Of course it’s going to work,” I replied, as I tied the string of 

thread into another knot. “When is the last time a plan of mine failed? 

In any case, that’s why I have you and your big head, so you can poke 

all the holes in my plans for me to see them and fix them, isn’t it?” 

“Hmm,” Kess grunted, though it was clear he was somewhat 

placated by the praise. The second you said something good about Kess, 

it went straight to his head and made him bend back into your will when 

it looked like he was straying. Yaw was always telling me that what I did 

to Kess was wicked manipulation, but the way I saw it, it was just a 

resourceful application of someone else’s character traits to accomplish 

whatever needed to be accomplished – and if buffering Kess’ fragile ego 

got me what I wanted, I would continue to do it. 

Besides, Kess didn’t really have any friends; Yaw and I were the 

only ones in the class who were nice to him, so he stuck around us a lot, 

helped us with our plans even though he didn’t agree with them, and 

kept our secrets. At least I treated him better than the rest of the class 

had been doing since he came to the school in Class 4.  

His real name was Keshawn, but when he had arrived as a new 

student, everyone had thought his whole body to be too skinny and his 

head to be too large, so they called him, cruelly, “Ti Kɛseɛ” – “Big Head,” 

which had eventually been shortened to “Kess.” It had stuck. (If you 

asked him, though, he would always lie that Kess was only short for 

Keshawn, which, I admit, was a conveniently clever alibi.) Additionally, 

Kess had never been the brightest child in the room, and our Class 4 

math teacher had used this joke often: “Ti Kɛseɛ nanso wonni nyansa” 

– “Big head, but you still don’t possess wisdom.” Most people had 
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laughed and gone along with it. But, as skewed as Yaw was constantly 

telling me my moral compass was, I had refused to laugh along with 

them. 

“I’m ready to get down,” I said to Kess. “Then we can start with 

the floor.” 

“Can you jump?” he asked. 

“Yep.” My voice sounded confident, but I prayed a quick, silent 

prayer before I launched myself off the chair and nimbly landed on all 

four limbs. 

“Oh, Jesus!” I heard Kess yell, and then he dashed to catch the 

toppling wooden chair before it fell on me and crushed my skull. As he 

caught the chair by a seat’s edge, I swiftly scuttled out of the way, and 

once I caught my breath and recovered from the shock, I exhaled, “See, 

that wasn’t so bad.” 

“Sis, you almost died.” 

“But the point is that I didn’t die. And look, this wouldn’t even 

be a problem if the school would just pay for quality furniture. One hour 

sitting on those wooden contraptions in class, and my botoss feels like 

it’s ready to drop off my body. Mtchew.” 

Yaw cleared his throat from the doorpost. “Can we cut the 

banter and hurry up, please? It’s getting to seven-thirty. People will 

start coming upstairs soon.” 

“Chill,” I said, dusting myself off and getting up. “I’m almost 

done. Kess, put the chairs and table away, and make sure you don’t trip 

on the floor threads.” 
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As Yaw watched me put the finishing touches on the setup, he 

remarked, “Chale, you really know how to hold a grudge, oo.” 

“Oh, me dier, I must get my revenge. How can you come and 

mark me down for such nonsense? Anka if it were something sensible 

that I was losing marks for, okay – but as for this one, I won’t take it. 

And since Mr Gaisie refuses to see sense, today, he will taste pepper.” 

“I swear, I am terrified of what will happen to me the day I get 

on your bad side.” 

“Don’t worry, babe, I’m sure you’ll be fine. You’re too much of 

a sweetie pie to seriously piss me off.” 

In the corner of the room, perched on top of the teacher’s desk, 

Kess pretended to make retching noises. We both ignored him. 

In a few more minutes, I was done with my tape and thread, 

and the three of us disappeared, downstairs and outside to the car park, 

where everyone lingered before it was time to head up to the classrooms 

and get serious for the day. We waited there with everyone else, then 

walked in with the throng inconspicuously as they began filing in 

through the gates. I patted the spool of remaining thread in my uniform 

skirt’s pocket. Today would be an interesting day. 

 

I was bored out of my mind in Continuous Writing class, 

restless and wishing it would be over already. This wack nonsense 

they’d recently put on the syllabus, and this term was the first of its 

implementation, “African Storytelling,” was a waste of everyone’s time. 

Apparently, the deal with it was that, at a PTA meeting, some parents 

had argued that because the school’s students were so ingrained in 
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international educational systems, we didn’t have a “true concept of 

culture.” So, the headmaster had reacted by shoving this sub-subject 

into the English Department, which lasted only three weeks, but the 

truth was, it wasn’t really doing anything to benefit anyone’s life. I 

didn’t have a better “concept of culture” now than before it had been 

introduced. But Mr Gaisie, the teacher who’d been assigned to teach it 

to Form 3, seemed to love every second of it far more than I thought 

was appropriate. 

Mr Gaisie had insisted on using the first half of today’s class 

time to let students who’d gotten the highest marks on the last 

assignment read the stories they’d written to the rest of us, aloud. There 

were five of them. Every single story had been a Kwaku Ananse story, I 

kid you not. At this point, I felt like if I ever heard another mention of 

that damned Kwaku Ananse, someone would get punched in the jaw. 

Ahba. Was he the only character in the world? Not a single narrative 

any of my classmates had written had been original. I knew in my head 

that I’d heard all of the ones read aloud before, but I was so frightfully 

bored by them that if you asked me to repeat any, my mind would go 

blank. 

Well, no. There was one that I did remember vaguely – and it 

had just been told by Ntiwaa – but it had so many different versions 

that I couldn’t even remember which one she’d just recounted. It was 

the one where the farmer tricked Ananse by getting him stuck to a fake 

sculpture to prevent him from stealing his food. In one version, it was a 

gum statue, in another, a scarecrow, in another, a rabbit or some other 

creature made of tar. 
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Ntiwaa finished reading her narrative aloud and everyone 

clapped politely, except for me. Mr Gaisie was beaming. “Fantastic 

storytelling skills, Ntiwaa. Oh yes, and some of you might be interested 

to know, this story is one of the root folklore inspirations for Toni 

Morrison’s famous novel, Tar Baby.” 

Well, that was nice for her. At least she had done something 

more interesting than tell the same damn story over again. I was so 

tired. So, so tired. I was afraid that if Mr Gaisie didn’t get to the board 

soon, I would fall asleep. I was itching to pay him back for the nonsense 

he’d written on my marked and returned paper.  

I think I’d received the lowest score in the class. I was also fairly 

certain I’d been the only one who hadn’t made my African Storytelling 

assignment either a Kwaku Ananse tale or some sort of Aesop fable. My 

story had been set in the 2000s, with two main characters who were 

entirely human, lived in the city, and had been raised the way I’d been 

raised. They’d had a magic television that allowed them to enter 

whichever TV show they were watching at the time, and the storyline 

was about adventures with the TV show characters. I’d thought it was, 

at the very least, unique and imaginative. Mr Gaisie had thought it was 

rubbish. 

Where is the moral of the story? he’d written in the comments. 

What is African about this story? Ah-ah? Did every story have to have 

an obvious and predictable moral to be valuable? And what did he mean 

by “African” anyway? I was African, my characters were African, they 

had lived in Africa, the TV show they’d entered was watched and based 

in Africa – what again? But I’d come to realize that if a story didn’t have 
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a turtle and snake inside, if it didn’t involve Kwaku outwitting a lion, if 

it didn’t have a girl called Ama going to the riverside; if it was too 

creative, a story wasn’t African enough for Mr Gaisie. I’d refused to go 

down without a fight. I had argued with him about my story’s validity 

to no avail. So, I’d given up on that, and then found solace in this: 

another one of my “engineering tricks” as Yaw liked to call them. 

Yaw, who was sitting right next to me, leaned over as Ntiwaa, 

still beaming from Mr Gaisie’s praise, made her way back to her seat. 

He whispered, “I’m surprised she didn’t pick a story that had a few more 

witches, thunder sound effects and humanoid demons morphing into 

snakes.” 

My reaction, a repressed giggle, came out a bit strangled, and 

made me sound like I was choking. 

Yaw’s joke had really hit home. It had a history to it: When we 

were younger, maybe around Class 2, Ntiwaa had just moved to Accra 

and had remnants of a strange obsession with Kumawood movies; the 

awfully dramatic, forced and juju-heavy films out of Kumasi’s movie 

industry, “Kumawood.” She’d thought they were the coolest things in 

the world and used to talk about them incessantly, asking everyone at 

break-time, “Have you seen [insert name of movie here]?” and when the 

answer was negative, she would launch straight into a scene-by-scene 

narration that nobody really cared about and didn’t follow. Ntiwaa used 

to be very socially slow. For one thing, she couldn’t see that people 

didn’t want to talk to her; for another, it took her the longest time in the 

world to realize that being obsessed with Kumawood movies simply 

wasn’t cool. We Accra kids didn’t watch them to enjoy them; we 
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watched them to laugh at them among ourselves. By the time Ntiwaa 

finally caught on to her own yawa, it was too late, and she’d already 

earned her nickname: “Nti-Kumawood.” Yaw’s snide comment had 

made me imagine how hilarious it would have been if Ntiwaa had 

narrated the plot of an exaggerative Kumawood movie for this 

assignment. 

I stopped laughing, not because I was obeying of Mr Gaisie’s 

latest command, but because he was finally making his way towards the 

board. I was alert now; it was time for the plan to kick into action. 

“Now, today,” Mr Gaisie said, “Since I have realized that most 

of you children don’t know how to tell a story well, we are going to go 

over the parts of a narrative.” God, parts of a narrative. As if we were 

in Class 3 instead of Form 3. Which 14- and 15-year-olds wanted to now 

sit down and be taught parts of a narrative? It was even good that I’d 

chosen this day to take revenge. 

“Let us talk about plot structure,” he continued, picking up the 

closest marker on the whiteboard sill. He drew a triangle. “First, at the 

bottom, we have the beginning.” He wrote the word “beginning” on the 

left corner of the triangle. “Then we have the rising action.”  

But as he tried to write the words “rising action” on the left 

slope of his triangle, something strange happened: his hand 

unexpectedly jerked, and his “r” went careening upwards in an 

awkward streak. He looked startled for a few seconds, then recovered 

himself and steadied the whiteboard marker in his hand. He began to 

write again and completed the phrase without incident. 
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“And then we have the climax.” He started to form the word at 

the triangle’s apex, but right after the letter “c,” it happened again. His 

hand seemed to spasm and lose control of the marker. This time, he 

gasped slightly, furrowed his eyebrows and put the marker back down, 

opting for a different one resting on the sill beside it instead. 

He’d almost finished the word, but this time, as soon as he was 

done crossing his “x,” the marker wrenched itself violently out of his 

hands and rose up, dangling a few inches above Mr. Gaisie’s head, 

inexplicably, from nothing but air. 

“Ei!” Mr Gaisie said, clearly startled. But at his utterance, the 

marker fell all the way back down to the ground, obeying ordinary rules 

of gravity as if it had never defied them in the first place. 

The students in the class were a bit shocked, but once the 

marker had fallen to the ground and the bewilderment on Mr Gaisie’s 

face lingered, they began, nervously, to laugh. 

And all the while, my right hand was on my notebook with a 

pen between my fingers, diligently trying to copy the notes that were 

being so rudely disrupted by the rogue markers, and my left hand rested 

on the table, my thumb casually and inconspicuously circling my other 

fingers, playing with my nails – a behavioral tick I had which no one 

ever thought much of, on the rare occasions that they noticed. 

“Hmm, said Mr Gaisie, whose ego was bristling at the students’ 

quiet laughter. “Someone should go and bring me a marker from the 

next room,” he commanded. 

In a heartbeat, Ntiwaa piped up, “I’ll go, sir.” I smiled smugly 

to myself, pleased that Ntiwaa’s poskaya nature was so predictable that 
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it could be counted on to integrate into the plan. She ran out of the room 

like something was chasing her – small marker that she was going to 

get, oo – and I sat up straighter in my chair, sharp and alert, because at 

this stage in the plan, timing and dexterity were essential. This was 

where the most uncertainty and possible mistakes lay. 

A split-second after she re-entered the room, my little finger 

twitched, and nearly simultaneously, Ntiwaa tripped slightly on her 

own shoes, and the marker slipped out of her hand and fell to the 

ground. My thumb circled my ring finger, and the marker, which had 

been rolling away, suddenly came to a stop. Success.  

Ntiwaa, embarrassed, picked the marker up and handed it to 

Mr Gaisie, who nodded his thanks and turned back to the board, 

inspecting the new marker from all sides. I had relaxed back into my 

chair, and my left hand had resumed its rapid, restless finger games. 

“So, then we have the falling action…” He wrote that phrase on 

the triangle’s right slope slowly and extra-carefully, raising his hand 

from the board once the last “n” was done, so fast that it was comical, 

and students began to giggle again. He seemed to have regained trust 

in this new marker from the next room that apparently wasn’t 

bewitched like the others, and once he got to “resolution” at the bottom 

right, he was writing normally again. 

Unfortunately, once he got to “o,” the marker once more 

decided it didn’t want to be under his command, and jerked up so 

awkwardly that it swung to the side, and in pendulum fashion, came 

swinging back fast enough that it smacked into Mr Gaisie’s forehead 
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before he could move away. By now, the whole class was laughing 

unashamedly, myself included. 

“Witches and demons of Form 3 Bougainvillea!” Mr Gaisie 

yelled suddenly, then briskly walk-hopped his way out of the room, the 

closest thing to running away he could do without feeling any more 

embarrassed than he already did. Before he had even reached the door, 

the marker had crashed normally to the floor again, which made the 

volume of laughter rise even higher before he had made it completely 

out of the classroom.  

My left hand began to move rapidly, and after a few seconds, I 

wiggled my fingers and demurely clasped both hands under my chin. 

Clearly, class was over. 

“Phenomenal,” murmured Yaw. “You actually pulled it off.” 

“I am a master craftswoman,” I declared, and Yaw did not and 

could not argue. 

 

The beginning of the end was my discovery of spider-silk 

thread. That stuff is stronger than steel. My father had given me my first 

spool a couple of years ago, when I was thirteen, and told me to use it 

carefully, because it was one of the world’s most valuable natural 

resources. However, once I’d realized how strong and clear the thread 

was, so clear that a single string of it was invisible to the human eye 

when removed from the spool – my imagination had spiraled out of 

control, thinking of all the practical jokes I could play with them. 

This was the most perfect gift anyone could possibly have given 

me at the time, because, you see, since I could remember, I had always 
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been obsessed with stringy things. I would play with my mother’s bra 

straps whenever I could reach them as a baby. Feeding me spaghetti 

was a nightmare as a kid, because I would always play with much more 

of the food than I ate. All the dolls I’d ever owned never lasted very long 

until all their silky hair was in knots. But when I discovered a sewing kit 

in my parents’ room, that was basically Armageddon. I would use three 

whole spools of thread in two hours, passing them through any holes I 

could find in the living room, whether around armchair legs, the 

handles of cups, through lampshades, even around the chandelier, until 

the whole room looked like one of those tricked-out red security laser-

beam sites that you saw in spy movies and stuff. 

Many a time had my mother walked into the house, seen my 

latest disaster, and nearly had a horrific breakdown, bellowing, 

“KUUKUA ANNAN!” loud enough for the whole of Adenta to hear. 

Nearly every single time, as I cowered in fear from my mother’s 

wrath, my father, inexplicably lighthearted, would come to my defense, 

laughing the whole thing off until my mother was placated. 

“You have to admit, our daughter has a rather peculiar talent 

for decorating,” he would comment humorously. 

“Jonathan, but how did she even get on the ceiling to reach the 

chandelier?!” Mummy would shriek back. 

“Who knows?” replied my father. “Maybe she has eight legs 

instead of two.” 

(My uncanny ability to reach ceilings had become a running 

joke between my father and Yaw. Whenever Yaw came to visit and asked 

where I was, or if my mother was looking for me and couldn’t find me, 
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dad would ask, “Have you checked the ceiling?” Yaw did the same with 

Kess.) 

Anyway, once I’d decided I’d given my mother too many near-

heart attacks already, I restricted my thread games to my own bedroom, 

which was now an organized mess of thread and yarn streaking to and 

from what seemed like every part of the walls. At first glance, to an 

outsider, it would look like an incoherent web of predominantly white 

string, decorated with hanging objects, but I knew there was a 

deliberateness to my own design. My room housed an elaborate system 

of pulleys and levers designed to facilitate the most ease to get stuff I 

needed done when I was on my bed or at my desk and didn’t want to get 

up. Nearly every portable object in my room had some sort of string 

wrapped around it, and the objects that hung from the strung thread 

did so from keyrings. For example, while on my bed, I could pull a string 

that pulled another string that twisted the door handle and would pull 

it open when someone knocked, so I didn’t have to get up or even yell 

“Come in!” There was another string that activated a lever that pushed 

the TV’s “on” button, another that controlled the light switch that was 

all the way by the door, across the room from my bed, so I didn’t have 

to get up when I was ready for bed, and so on. I thought it was clever, 

not to mention convenient, and my dad thought it was funny – but my 

mother hated it, and avoided my room as much as possible. 

Needless to say, I’d had enough practice with my thread design 

projects over the years to have fingers strong, experienced and nimble 

enough to pull off what I’d just pulled off in class with the invisible 

spider-silk thread and the markers. Besides, I had a natural gift for 
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memorization, mathematical calculation and complex precision in 

design. Everyone had always said I would become a great mechanical 

engineer one day, and I certainly thought I was on the right track so far. 

 

 

When school was over, I was on my way out to the car park to 

board the Adenta school bus, when I was stopped by a hand on my 

shoulder. It tapped me gingerly and then its owner pulled it away like 

my school uniform sleeve could burn it. I swiveled around to face 

Ntiwaa. 

“I know it was you,” she said in a shaky but accusatory tone. 

“With the juju markers in class today. I don’t know how you did it, but 

I’m sure it was you. Everyone knows.” 

“Ah, sista girl, I haven’t done anything, oo. Don’t come and 

worry me. I don’t have time for your nonsense.” 

It felt like at least once a week, Ntiwaa was accusing me of or 

confronting me about something or the other. For years, she seemed to 

have a personal vendetta against me, for goodness-knows-what reason. 

Ntiwaa was generally a very insecure person, in my opinion, which was 

ironic because she had a stellar record. She came first in nearly every 

exam, had been perpetual class prefect since the dawn of time, been 

teacher’s pet and most poskaya ever since I could remember. It was 

hard to figure out what she was always out to get me for. I just minded 

my own business and played the occasional practical joke. Maybe it was 

because people liked me more than they liked her? But lately, I’d began 

to suspect that she was jealous of me for a whole other reason: she had 
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a crush on Yaw, and resented me for being so close to him. Either way, 

I was uninterested in speaking to her now or any other time, even if I 

really had been behind whatever she was accusing me of, as was the case 

at the moment. 

“Don’t lie to me,” she said, eyes narrowed in suspicion, but 

wary, her stance unbalanced and flighty, ready to jump away in case I 

lifted my hand and tried to vaporize her or something. “I know you were 

casting spells in the classroom while it was happening. Witch,” she spat. 

I rolled my eyes, simultaneously amused and exasperated. “Nti-

baby, life isn’t one of your silly Kumawood movies, okay? I do not 

practice juju – even if juju is real, which I’m sure you believe it is. I was 

just there watching weird stuff happen with the rest of you.” 

“You’re lying!” she said. “You wait. I’ll – I’ll report you!” 

I couldn’t help but giggle. “Report me for what? Practicing 

witchcraft in Continuous Writing class? Ah, well, all the best with that. 

Chale, my bus is coming to leave. See you tomorrow, ehn.” 

 

“Oh no,” groaned my older brother, as soon as I sat beside him 

on thee rickety school bus. “You look way too happy. What bad thing 

did you do today?” 

“Ei! Is it only when I do bad things that I can be happy in this 

life?” 

“No – but it’s when you do bad things that you’re happiest. So, 

talk. What did you do today?” 

“It’s really none of your business, Kwamz.” 

He rolled his eyes. “Whatever you say, Kukie.” 
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I winced at the awful nickname. Kwamz always used it 

specifically to annoy me. 

So, here’s a fun fact about Kwamz: he was born on the “wrong 

day.” The first thing my mother always said to anyone to whom she was 

introducing him for the first time was that before he was delivered, my 

dad had been a hundred and ten percent sure he’d be born on a 

Wednesday. She would then explain it was some sort of family Annan 

coincidence, that all their firstborn children were Wednesday-babies. 

He was supposed to be named directly after my father, Jonathan Kweku 

– but my mother would jokingly say her genes must have corrupted the 

family magic, and her first-born son came out on a Saturday and was 

named instead Jonathan Kwame. (But I, and everyone at school, called 

him Kwamz.) She would joke that she had never seen anything so 

irrelevant cause my father so much anxiety. But then, two years later, 

she got pregnant again, and her second-born daughter – yours truly – 

ended up being born on that coveted Wednesday, hence the name 

Kuukua. (Although I never publicize it, my first name is Jenica, which 

is supposed to be directly related to Jonathan or something. I don’t care. 

I hate it and never use it.) 

 

When I got home, my grandfather was sitting outside on the 

verandah, reading a newspaper. Kwamz and I greeted him before we 

went inside. We had lived in a compound house, the very same that he 

and grandma had raised my dad in, so I considered all three generations 

of the Annans part of my nuclear family. 
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I started my homework as soon as I got home; I wanted to be 

done with it quickly, so I could continue working on a new (obviously 

thread-based) contraption, my latest engineering project, but I got 

frustrated because the stupid Chemistry problems were taking far 

longer than I’d expected, and before I knew it, Mummy was calling 

Kwamz and I down to come and help with making dinner in the kitchen. 

In the middle of family dinner – as my mother insisted we all 

eat formally together every weeknight – Daddy said, “So, Kuukua, how 

does it feel to be almost fifteen?” 

Hehn? I’d even forgotten that my birthday was only a week 

away. Birthdays weren’t very significant to me – not even my own. 

“Ah, it feels normal, I guess.” 

“What do you want for your birthday?” he asked. 

Before I could answer, Mummy chipped in, “You should buy 

her a ladder. So that she can reach the ceiling easier.” 

“Maybe suction cups, so she can even stay there as long as she 

wants,” Kwamz contributed. “No, wait, I actually have a better idea. 

Very innovative; never been thought of before.” 

“Saa? What is it?” Mummy asked. 

“Thread!” Kwamz exclaimed. 

He and Mummy roared in laughter together. At least the two of 

them got along well. I’d always been more of a Daddy’s girl. So much so 

that I often heard people comment on how my father had been so 

lenient with me that I’d become too rude and didn’t respect him, that I 

talked to him like he was my age-mate. In my opinion, the comfortable 

way I talked to him was just a result of our very close bond. 
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“I’ll think about it and get back to you,” I told my father, 

ignoring them. 

That dinner was mostly Kwamz and Mummy chatting with 

each other. Daddy was uncharacteristically silent, barely eating his 

food, and fidgeting with the cutlery instead. Whenever he spaced out, I 

could tell that there was some problem he was trying to solve, or 

something that had to be done which he didn’t yet know how to 

approach. I assumed it was a mechanical problem, and that he’d solve 

it eventually. When Mummy asked him what was wrong, he told her, 

dismissively, “Oh no it’s nothing. Don’t worry at all.” Yet his look of 

frustration and the furrow in his brows only intensified as time passed. 

 

It was my turn to wash the dishes tonight, and I did that as my 

parents and brother went off to attend to their own business. When I 

was on the last plate, however, my father came back into the kitchen, 

and rested against the counter, looking uncomfortable. This worried 

me; Daddy rarely looked uncomfortable, especially not around me. 

Aside Yaw, Daddy himself was my best friend. 

He cleared his throat self-consciously, then said, “So, Kuukua. 

now that you’re getting older, there’s a conversation that the two of us 

need to have.” 

My heart dropped into my stomach and my body went rigid 

with horror and terror. Dear God, Onyame, Onyankopon, Yesu Kristo, 

please, please not the sex talk, I begged. 

I began rambling, “Daddy, see, this is not necessary. I’m 

fourteen years old, I already know what a penis looks like, what an 
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erection is, and where babies come from. I know how it’s done. I even 

know the oral sex ones. I already know – no sex before marriage, and in 

the event that I don’t wait, use protection. But I’ll wait, I swear. Is it Yaw 

you’re worried about? I told you, we’re just friends, oo. Holding hands 

saf, we don’t do. I swear there’s nothing remotely romantic going on, 

and even if there were… Ah-ah? Why are you laughing?” 

He was cracking up so hard, he could barely stand straight. 

“Hoh! Haha, that’s what you thought this was about? Hoh! I already 

know you know about sex. Even a twelve-year-old in this day and age 

probably knows as much about sex as I do, maybe even more. I don’t 

know if new things have come up since Sophia and I got married, but 

that is not my concern. Anyway, what I have to say is more important 

than the sex talk.” 

I couldn’t think of any father-daughter topic that could possibly 

be more important to the father than the sex talk, but at least my foolish 

awkwardness had eased his tension about whatever he was going to say. 

“The kitchen isn’t the best place; wipe your hands and let’s go 

into my workshop.” 

 

What Daddy called his workshop was actually a transformed 

version of our house’s second garage. Daddy was a carpenter – perhaps 

mechanical inclinations ran in the family – and he had set up his tools 

all around the space. Bits of wood, whole pieces as well as shavings, 

were strewn around everywhere, and one had to beware of stray nails. 

One of the top rules in our household was never to enter the workshop 

without slippers on – and once we had entered, not to sit on anything; 
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you never knew which works were completed and stable, and which 

would promptly collapse under you if you troubled it with your weight. 

“So, what is it that you want to tell me?” 

He sighed. “I really don’t know where to start.” 

I gave him the advice he always gave me when I said something 

like that: “Start at the beginning.” 

He shut his eyes. “The beginning… Do I even know what the 

beginning is? It was such a long time that no living person really 

knows…” 

“What the hell – sorry, I mean what on earth – are you talking 

about?” 

“I am talking,” he began, and paused to breathe deeply. “I am 

talking about the famous legend of Kwaku Ananse.” 

I groaned. “Oh no, not you too. Today alone, I’ve heard enough 

Kwaku Ananse stories to last me a lifetime, and right now, I really feel 

like I never want to hear his name again.” 

He opened his eyes. “What the hell are you talking about?” 

I told him about Mr Gaisie’s class and everyone’s dreadfully 

limited imagination. Of course, I made no mention of the marker magic 

trick, but he laughed his head off again anyway. 

“Wow, this is actually hilarious. And rather ironic.” 

“I honestly think that spider-man creature is the most tired 

thing in the whole Ghana. If he were real, don’t you think he himself 

would be exhausted?” 

“Or she,” dad said. 

“Pardon?” 
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“He or she would be exhausted. I’m correcting you.” 

“Erm…Daddy, Kwaku Ananse is not female.” 

“But he can be. Occasionally.” 

“M’ayera. You’ve completely lost me all over again.” 

“Okay. Now I know where to start. Kuukua, Kwaku Ananse isn’t 

just one person, although he – or she – is indeed real. The Ananse has 

been several people throughout history, from long, long before the 

white people came with their colonization and slavery. The Ananse is a 

title, passed down from generation to generation. And, contrary to 

many of the stories you have heard, he – or she – is not actually 

anatomically part-spider…although he – or she – tends to have special 

connections with real arachnids.” 

None of this made any sense to me. Had my father gone mad? 

“You’re trying to tell me that Kwaku Ananse, a fictional folktale 

character, is real,” I wanted to clarify. 

“Yes.” 

I laughed at the absurd suggestion and teased, “Why, have you 

met him?” 

“Kuukua, I am him.” I laughed again, thinking it was a joke, but 

he did not laugh along. Instead, he repeated, “Kuukua, I am Kweku, the 

Ananse.” 

“No, Daddy, you’re Jonathan Kweku Annan…oh wow. Wait. 

Okay, your names are similar, and so what? Oh my goodness, why have 

I never realized this? Okay, yeah, that’s a great joke, but can you actually 

tell me what you wanted to tell me?” 
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Dad clenched and unclenched his fists, looking up to the ceiling 

as if to break through it with his gaze and ask God for help. Suddenly, 

his face brightened with a new idea. 

“Come here,” he said, and led me to a mirror, whose wooden 

frame he had made himself a few months ago. He made me stare into 

the mirror. “What do you see?” he asked. 

If there was a magical portal or vision I was supposed to be 

seeing, I was sorry to disappoint. “My own face,” I responded in a duh 

tone. 

“And what feature, what mark, is peculiar about your face?” 

Mark? Well, I had a tiny beauty spot that I’d been born with 

above my right eyebrow, but that was the only mark I knew I had on my 

face. I pointed to it, already a bit short-tempered. My dad had never 

acted this absurd before. 

“Have you ever looked at that spot closely? Look at it closely,” 

he instructed urgently. 

I had never been one of those people who spent long amounts 

of time looking at their own faces, and I’d consequently never looked 

too hard at my small circle of a beauty mark. But now that I peered 

closely for the first time, I noticed it wasn’t a circle at all, though it was 

roundish. 

Instead, it was more like a star that protruded in one, two, 

three, four, five, six, seven directions. But it also had an empty circle for 

a center. That was a curiously elaborate shape for such an arbitrary 

thing as a birthmark. 

“Do you see?” my father asked me. “I have one too.” 
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He raised his shirt up and pointed at a spot high on his pelvic 

bone, where the same shape, now enlarged, showed itself as a birthmark 

on his own skin. Now that I could see it better, I recognized it; it was 

one of the Adinkra symbols. We spoke its name together: “Ananse 

Ntontan.” Spider Web. 

“Your grandfather has one too,” Daddy informed me. “On his 

calf. Every single Ananse has the same birthmark somewhere on their 

body.” 

“Every single Ananse?” 

“Yes, Kuukua, this is what I’ve been trying to say. The Ananse 

is an inherited title. It runs in our family. Our last name and the 

significance of recurring Wednesday-borns is not a coincidence. We are 

all descended from the original Kwaku Ananse, our ancient ancestor, 

whom no one can quite accurately remember. Haven’t you ever 

wondered why there are so many different Ananse stories, how one 

character could possibly have achieved all of these feats within his 

lifetime? Even for a single fictional character, that is quite implausible 

and inconsistent – unless he has reincarnation powers, which I have 

not heard a single story mention. The reason they are so many is that 

nearly each of them is about a completely different man. And I assure 

you, the actual stories behand the tales are usually not as outrageous as 

they are told; shapeshifting, talking coal-pots and sentient canes…. 

They don’t exist. It is just that storytellers and witnesses must find ways 

to explain that which they do not understand, in order to explain what 

they remember, or misremember. The Ananse does not use magic; he 

uses his mind. Or she, her, you get what I mean.” 
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“You’re serious,” I said, sobered. 

“Of course.” 

“You’re Kwaku Ananse?” 

“Kweku the Ananse, to be more accurate. But soon enough, I 

won’t be anymore, because I must pass the torch down to you.” 

“To me?” 

“Yes, you. The next Ananse; Kuukua the Ananse.” 

“I am the next Ananse?” 

“Indeed you are.” 

I felt like I was in a trance. As a matter of fact, I was developing 

a headache. “And what exactly is an Ananse?” 

He rattled it like a memorized Social Studies definition: “The 

Ananse is a person endowed with above-average wisdom and creativity, 

who must use his or her role to defend those that need defending, and 

build up, wherever necessary, any aspect of society that would facilitate 

the cultivation of wisdom and creativity, in whichever community one 

finds oneself, be it interpersonal or systemic.” 

“Wisdom and creativity,” I repeated stupidly. 

“Those are the key words. Remember them. They’ll make it 

easier for you to memorize the whole definition.” 

This one too, memorization? 

“I haven’t seen a lot of upbuilding and defending from any of 

the Kwaku Ananse stories I’ve heard,” I argued. 

“And that is because most of our heroic deeds never make it to 

the storytellers’ lips. The tales of our misdemeanors are always found 

far more interesting to them. You see, we Ananses have a problem; our 
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cleverness and talent are so easily used as tools of trickery rather than 

heroism. It is an urge that many of us have to work several long and 

hard years to control.” 

“Trickery, you say.” Yie. He was right; I was a trickster. I’d been 

one nearly all my life. But I didn’t think I’d ever been particularly heroic 

– and I didn’t think I was about to start now. 

“Kuukua, your training starts now.” 

“There’s training involved?” 

“You have to get your morals straightened up.” 

“Ugh, why is the whole world so concerned about silly morals?” 

I whined. 

“KUUKUA ANNAN!” 

Oh no. That was my mother’s classic yell, a sure sign that I was 

in trouble. But I hadn’t left any thread-traps lying around recently, so it 

could only be one thing: school. Daddy and I raced into the house and 

upstairs, to find out what the source of Mummy’s latest rage was. 

It turned out that she’d gotten a phone-call from the 

headmaster at school – something about a sudden submission of a 

resignation letter by an English teacher, and an anonymous classmate’s 

lead that I might have something to do with it. And also, a slight 

suggestion that I might be practicing witchcraft, which, though “an 

absurd and impossible claim” (headmaster’s words, verbatim), I must 

still be reminded, was against the school rules. 

Ntiwaa, that daughter of a… 

My goodness. I couldn’t believe Mr Gaisie had actually tried to 

resign. I wanted to laugh, but that would have been an automatic death 
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sentence, if I’d done it while my mum was blasting me – not about 

actually having done anything, but for having the sort of reputation in 

school that could get me suspected for stuff that had been done. 

According to her, this kind of thing would not get me far in life. As usual, 

she threatened all sorts of things she wouldn’t actually do, if I didn’t 

start behaving myself at school. 

When we were alone again, my father said to me, “I know I 

haven’t raised any witches in this house, and I know you have 

something to do with it, so tell me what you did, how you did it, and 

why you did it. And don’t bother lying, because I will see right through 

every single one.” 

I’d already known that with my shrewd father, there was no 

point in lying to his face – so I came clean, and told him everything, 

describing my elaborate spider-silk thread traps to him in detail. 

Instead of being livid, by the end of the tale, he was chuckling. 

“A truly rogue Ananse. You’re a dangerous one. I’m definitely 

going to need your grandpa’s help training you. Awurade. Magical 

markers, for goodness’ sake! I can already tell that Kuukua the Ananse 

is going to create some rather memorable legends.” 
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